detect the danger
• Scan technology
• For moving traffic
• Speed up to 40 km/h
• Fixed or Mobile
• LINUX based
• Since 2000

• Fixed, complete image
• High resolution
• No stitching or stretching
detect the danger
detect the danger
detect the danger
detect the danger

Automatic Comparison
detect the danger
• Processing Unit ultra moderne
• technologie de refroidissement sans ventilateur
• Max. 4 Scanners par Processing Unit
• Distance between Scanner and Processing Unit 100m

Processing Unit
Design Lay Out
Heavy Duty Cover

detect the danger
Tested by TÜV
Heavy Duty construction
Tested by TÜV
Installation by hand
Guiding Rails
With reflective striping (optional)
Shallow mounted
Easy transportation

Heavy Duty Housing
Aluminum Ramps
Rubber Pads
Mobile Systems
detect the danger
Scanning of Trucks

detect the danger
detect the danger

Preferred by UK Home Office and Met. Police
Houses of Parliament 
detect the danger
EU Operations 2004 - 2013
New NATO HQ Brussels, Belgium
detect the danger
Dutch ISAF camp Afghanistan
Myanmar
detect the danger
Kenya
detect the danger
detect the danger

Colombia
detect the danger

MOD Balard, Paris
Detect the danger